Xiyun, at Fengguosi; Wang Wenxi, at Guangjisi; and he could have added Han Kuangsi at ; and monks associated with Fogongsi and Guangjisi.
Kuhn is correct (p. 332) in deducing from my discussion that HanChinese in Liao service were involved in major construction projects. He then asks why I did not continue to stress more strongly the influence of Chinese life and culture on the Qidan, especially in the Southern Regions of the empire (p. 333). The answer is simple: The subject remains speculative. He queries why I did not use information about Prince Bei, son of Abaoji and brother of the emperor Deguang, to strengthen the case of "steadily growing influence of Chinese life and culture on the Qidan." The man sometimes referred to as Yelu Bei (Kuhn's "Prince Bei"), also identified as the painter Li Zanhua, is mentioned four times in my book (p. 8, 15, 256, and 375) . His biography in Liaoshi (juan 72, p. 1211) informs the reader that he was skilled at painting figures of his native land and lists three paintings by him. However, not one reliable painting attribution has ever been confirmed. Thus it is impossible to even speculate on Li's ability to paint in Chinese style. More important, this potential paragon of Chinese taste may at one time have been Abaoji's designated successor, but the reality of his life was that already by 923 when he fled south from Dongdan to Chinese territory it was clear that he would never succeed his father; and in his 38th year, mid-way through the reign of Deguang, Bei was murdered. As for Deguang, about whom Kuhn writes: "In 946, he conquered Kaifeng... When entering Kaifeng the political and cultural significance of metropolitan Chinese architecture must have dawned on him" (p. 333), maybe it was so-perhaps he was able to orchestrate the implementation of a vision of Chinese-style imperial architecture at the third Liao capital, Nanjing, during the last year of his life. But what the texts tell us is only that Deguang died on his return home from Kaifeng (and we have no record that his last words concerned future construction projects), that booty looted from Kaifeng, which included things Chinese, was taken to Shangjing (i.e. the Qidan Northern Capital), rather than Nanjing, the Southern Capital, and, if we believe the Southern Song writer Wen Weijian's Luting shishi (reference to which is on pp. 10, 242, 318, and 320), that Deguang's burial garments followed Qidan custom.
The second piece of evidence Kuhn believes I should have used to support the argument in favour of sinification is clothing. Donning the robes of Chinese imperialism is, to be sure, symbolic dis-
